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SUMMARY
Neoadjuvant PD-1 blockade may be efficacious in some individuals with high-risk, resectable oral cavity
head and neck cancer. To explore correlates of response patterns to neoadjuvant nivolumab treatment
and post-surgical recurrences, we analyzed longitudinal tumor and blood samples in a cohort of 12 individ-
uals displaying 33% responsiveness. Pretreatment tumor-based detection of FLT4 mutations and PTEN
signature enrichment favors response, and high tumor mutational burden improves recurrence-free survival.
In contrast, preexisting and/or acquired mutations (in CDKN2A, YAP1, or JAK2) correlate with innate resis-
tance and/or tumor recurrence. Immunologically, tumor response after therapy entails T cell receptor reper-
toire diversification in peripheral blood and intratumoral expansion of preexisting T cell clones. A high ratio of
regulatory T to T helper 17 cells in pretreatment blood predicts low T cell receptor repertoire diversity in
pretreatment blood, a low cytolytic T cell signature in pretreatment tumors, and innate resistance. Our study
provides a molecular framework to advance neoadjuvant anti-PD-1 therapy for individuals with resectable
head and neck cancer.
INTRODUCTION

Since its first clinical testing,1 anti-PD-1 immune checkpoint

blockade (ICB) has revolutionized management of individuals

with advanced malignancies and is poised to re-shape multidis-

ciplinary treatment of those with earlier-stage but high-risk ma-
Cell Repo
This is an open access article under the CC BY-N
lignancies. Deployment of anti-PD-1 therapy may be relatively

more effective against earlier-stage (versus advanced metasta-

tic stage) cancers because of a less evolved cancer and less

suppressed immune system. Preclinical experiments support

anti-PD-1 therapy in the neoadjuvant (before surgery) compared

with the adjuvant (after surgery) setting,2 presumably because
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bulk tumor presence during therapy is critical for therapy-

induced antitumor T cell persistence and activity. Clinically, in

palpable stage III melanoma, where neoadjuvant versus adju-

vant combined ICB was compared,3 T cell expansion was

more vigorous in the neoadjuvant setting.

Head and neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC) ranks

sixth among common epithelial malignancies worldwide.4 Hu-

man papillomavirus (HPV)-positive and -negative categories of

HNSCC have distinct multi-omic, clinical, and therapeutic

response characteristics, with HPV-negative HNSCC account-

ing for 75% of all HNSCCs and portending a far worse prog-

nosis.5 Historically, over a third of individuals, in particular those

with HPV-negative HNSCC, relapse despite intensive postoper-

ative (adjuvant) chemoradiotherapy.6 Compared with HPV-pos-

itive HNSCC, HPV-negative HNSCC harbors more mutations

and displays heightened chromosome instability.7 Oral cavity

squamous cell carcinoma (OCSCC) as a subsite consists of

mostly HPV-negative HNSCC.

Anti-PD-1 therapy with nivolumab or pembrolizumab im-

proves the overall survival of individuals with platinum-resistant

recurrent and metastatic HNSCC, including OCSCC,8–10 with

�20% response rates and a survival benefit compared with

chemotherapy. The potential clinical benefit of neoadjuvant

anti-PD-1 therapy has been explored in small cohorts with

resectable, locally advanced, HPV-negative HNSCC.11,12 In

one correlative study using PD-L1 immunofluorescence, pre-

treatment PD-L1 was not correlated with volumetric or patho-

logic response among 12 individuals who received two doses

of neoadjuvant nivolumab.11 In another correlative study using

genomic techniques (whole-exome sequencing [WES] and

RNA sequencing [RNA-seq]), pretreatment tumor mutational

burden (TMB) did not correlate with the extent of pathologic

response among 24 individuals who received one dose of neo-

adjuvant pembrolizumab.12

Here, using longitudinal blood and tumor tissues obtained

from 12 individuals with newly diagnosed, locally invasive

OCSCCwhowere treated with neoadjuvant anti-PD-1 therapy,13

we generate hypotheses regarding tumor cell-intrinsic and

immunological mechanisms of response patterns, survival, and

post-operative recurrence. By analyzing multi-omic and multi-

plex data, we dissect temporal relationships betweenmutational

and transcriptomic alterations as well as systemic and intratu-

moral immunity. This study provides insights into tumor and

immune cell co-evolution in OCSCC treated with neoadjuvant

anti-PD-1 therapy and identifies potential predictive biomarkers

and mechanisms of response, resistance, and post-surgical

recurrence.

RESULTS

Clinical characteristics associated with tissues
We obtained tissues from individuals (n = 11) who enrolled in a

single-arm, investigator-initiated, single-institution phase II clin-

ical trial (NCT03021993) of OCSCC and from one additional indi-

vidual (individual 8) (total n = 12) who fell out of eligibility because

of rapid progression. Detailed eligibility and inclusion/exclusion

criteria are described in a related manuscript.13 Individual and

disease characteristics are summarized in Table S1. Enrollment
2 Cell Reports Medicine 2, 100411, October 19, 2021
of subjects in the trial and participation in tissue biopsies and an-

alyses were approved by the local institutional review board.

Briefly, we performed (1) time-of-flight mass cytometry (CyTOF)

on pre- and post-treatment peripheral blood mononuclear cells

(PBMCs); (2) WES on subject-matched normal tissues, pretreat-

ment tumors, and, when applicable, post-operative recurrent tu-

mors; (3) RNA-seq on subject-matched pre- and post-treatment

tumors and, when applicable, post-operative recurrent tumors;

and (4), genomic DNA (gDNA)-based T cell receptor (TCR)-seq

on subject-matched pre- and post-treatment PBMCs and tu-

mors in a subset of responders and non-responders.

Design of the trial and tissue collection is schematized in Fig-

ure S1. Briefly, primary tumors were required to be from individ-

uals who were newly diagnosed with systemic and radiation

treatment-naive stage II–IVA OCSCC and whose tumors could

be accurately assessed clinically and radiographically. Individ-

uals included in this study received 3–4 biweekly doses of

3 mg/kg nivolumab (except one individual who received only 2

biweekly doses), followed by surgical resection with curative

intent. Radiographic tumor size was defined as the greatest

cross-sectional dimension of the tumor on the enrollment imag-

ing study, and post-treatment size was the greatest cross-

sectional dimension of the tumor on surgical pathology. Interval

radiographic evaluation occurred after a total of three doses of

nivolumab and between days 28–35. Disease progression

(>20% increase in tumor size) determined at interval radio-

graphic evaluation was treated with definitive surgical resection

between days 36–42. In the event of stable disease or response,

individuals received a fourth dose of nivolumab on day 43 ± 1,

followed by definitive surgical resection on days 50–56. The

objective response rate was defined as pathologic complete +

pathologic partial response (>30% reduction in tumor size of

the surgical specimen). Change in size was calculated by

comparing the pre-nivolumab radiographic measurement (single

greatest dimension) with the final pathologic measurement

(Table S2). Given the short duration of nivolumab therapy, re-

sponders were defined as individuals who derived clinical

benefit (complete response, partial response, and stable

disease per response evaluation criteria in solid tumors [RECIST]

1.1), and non-responders were defined as individuals who

derived no clinical benefit (progression per RECIST 1.1). At the

cutoff of this study, the median follow-up was 2.05 years. Sub-

ject-matched and longitudinal tumor and PBMC tissues

analyzed by multi-omics are summarized in Table S3.

Genomic features of response patterns and survival in
pretreatment tumors
We analyzed WES from 16 tumors (12 pretreatment and 4 recur-

rence) and matched blood samples from 12 individuals. The

average number of mutations per tumor was 347 (range,

31–559), corresponding to a mean TMB of 5.79 mutations/meg-

abase (MB) (range, 0.52–9.32), which is typical for HNSCC (Table

S4). We observed no significant difference in the TMBs of pre-

treatment tumors from responders versus non-responders (me-

dian, 6.63 versus 5.98 single-nucleotide variants (SNVs)/MB,

respectively; p = 0.4676,Wilcoxon rank-sum one-sided test; Fig-

ure 1A). Among responsive pretreatment tumors, individual 12’s

tumor harbored a very low TMB (0.52 SNVs/MB), although its



Figure 1. Genomic correlates of innate tumor sensitivity versus resistance and survival in pretreatment tumors

(A) TMBs in responders (n = 7) versus non-responders (n = 5); p value, Wilcoxon rank-sum test. Red dots, median values.

(B and C) Kaplan-Meier curves of RFS (B) and OS (C) comparing tumors with high TMB (R median TMB, n = 6) versus tumors with a low TMB (< median TMB,

n = 5); two-sided log rank test. The tumor from individual 12, who was lost to follow-up, was excluded.

(D) Genes with recurrent somatic mutations (responders, n = 7; non-responders, n = 5). Recurrence was defined as non-synonymous mutations in 2 or more

individuals and CN alterations in 7 or more individuals. Indel, insertion or deletion; amp, amplification; del, deletion. The status of subject-matched recurrent

tumors is shown but not counted toward recurrence.

(E) Ratios of variant versus normal allele frequencies in CDKN2A detected in one responder and three non-responders. The CN of CDKN2A is labeled on top.

(F) Infiltration levels of CD8+ T, TREG, and resting NK cells in FLT4WT (n = 508) versus FLT4Mut (n = 14) clinical HNSCC tumors from a public dataset in cBioPortal; p

values, Wilcoxon rank-sum test. *p < 0.05, ***p < 0.001.

See also Figures S1 and S2, Tables S1–S4, and STAR Methods.
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response was categorized as stable disease, and the recur-

rence-free survival (RFS) of individual 12 was less than 0.3 years

(Table S2; overall survival (OS), not available because of loss of
follow-up). In contrast, high TMBs (defined as the upper half of

the median) in the pretreatment tumors were significantly asso-

ciated with improved RFS (Figure 1B) but not with improved
Cell Reports Medicine 2, 100411, October 19, 2021 3



Figure 2. Evolution of post-operative recurrent tumors

(A) Phylogenetic relationships of subject-specific normal tissue, pretreatment, and recurrent tumors in two responders (individuals 1 and 6) and one non-

responder (individual 7). Phylogenetic distances between germline gDNA, most recent common tumor ancestor, pretreatment tumor, and recurrent tumor(s)

reflect the number of SNVs and small indels. Select driver genes and their mutations are shown for each evolutionary trajectory.

(B) Expression levels of PTEN and JAK2 in pretreatment and recurrent tumors of individual 1.

(legend continued on next page)
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OS (Figure 1C) (median follow-up of 2.05 years). Moreover, tu-

mor response did not associate with improved RFS (Figure S2A)

or OS (Figure S2B). Neither pretreatment tumor purity nor ploidy

was correlated with a pathologic response (Figure S2C).

HLA-I homozygosity was correlated with poor response

and reduced overall survival in advanced melanoma and non-

small cell lung carcinoma individuals treated with immunother-

apies.14 We observed a non-significant association in the

opposite direction; HLA-I (HLA-A, HLA-B, and HLA-C) homozy-

gosity in at least one locus was of a higher proportion in the

responder group (4 of 7 in responders versus 0 of 4 in non-re-

sponders; Fisher’s exact test, p = 0.0808; Figure S2D). HNSCC

has been shown to harbor relatively high levels of somatic

changes in HLA class I genes,15 and hotspot mutations in

HLA I genes have been associated with upregulation of

signatures of effector T cell cytolytic signatures.16 However,

in this study of locally advanced OCSCC, HLA-I mutations

were rare and detected in a single progressive tumor pretreat-

ment (Figure S2D).

Next we identified non-synonymous (missense, nonsense,

and frameshift) mutations, splice site mutations, in-frame inser-

tions or deletions (indels), as well as amplifications and deletions.

We then visualized the genes affected mostly recurrently by

these mutations among the pretreatment tumors (Figure 1D).

We observedwell-known significantly mutated genes in HNSCC,

including TP53 (75%), CDKN2A (33.3%), and CREBBP (25%).

We also identified frequently amplified genes; e.g., CCND1

(75%), MAP3K13, PIK3CA, EGFR, and SOX2 (58.3%). Non-

synonymous mutations in CDKN2A were detected in three of

five non-responding tumors (H83Y in individual 2, R80* in individ-

ual 3, and splice sitemutation in individual 8), in contrast to one of

seven responsive tumors (in-frame deletion in individual 14) (Fig-

ure 1D). This mutation frequency (60%) in the non-responders is

higher compared with the background mutation rate of 20.32%

(291 of 1,452 HNSCC tumors in cBioPortal; Fisher’s exact test,

p = 0.0590; Benjamini-Hochberg-adjusted p = 0.0861). Also,

the ratios of variant to normal allele frequencies of CDKN2A

are elevated among the non-responders, driven in part by dele-

tion of the wild-type copy (individuals 3 and 8) and selective

amplification of the mutant copy (individual 2) (Figure 1E). Inter-

estingly, FLT4 was mutated exclusively in responsive tumors

(2 of 7 tumors) (Figure 1D). Given the background mutation

rate of 2.20% (32 of 1,452 HNSCC tumors in cBioPortal), FLT4

was mutated more frequently than expected in responders

(Fisher’s exact test, p = 0.0103; Benjamini-Hochberg-adjusted

p = 0.0515). We estimated immune cell proportions from a public

RNA-seq dataset of HNSCC in cBioPortal. We identified gene

expression specific to three immune cell types to be significantly

differentially expressed between FLT4MUT and FLT4WT tumors.

Notably, in FLT4MUT (versus FLT4WT) tumors, CD8+ T cells and
(C) Representative immunofluorescent images merging (1) DAPI (nuclei), pan-cyto

tumors (individual 1); (2) DAPI (nuclei), panCK, and YAP1 or MDM2 signals from

panCK, and YAP1 signals from post-treatment and recurrent tumors of individual

represent 50 microns, except for MDM2 images (20 mm).

(D) Quantification of mIF across whole tissue sections comparing post-treatmen

(E) Images representative of mIF quantifications in (D). Scale bar, 50 mm.

See also Figure S1 and Tables S1–S4.
resting natural killer (NK) cell levels were elevated, whereas

TREG levels were lower (Figure 1F).

Clonal evolution of recurrence after neoadjuvant anti-
PD-1 therapy and surgery
We exploitedWES data to retrace the evolutionary trajectories of

OCSCC from normal epithelial cells to malignant tumors before

treatment with neoadjuvant nivolumab and then to recurrent tu-

mors after neoadjuvant therapy and after surgery. Phylogenetic

trees for two responders and one non-responder were con-

structed (Figure 2A). In individual 1, neoadjuvant PD-1 blockade

(four doses) elicited a 45% reduction in tumor size (Table S2)

despite very low TMB pretreatment (Figure 1A). However, the in-

dividual’s tumor recurred (in the lungs) 0.58 year after surgical

excision. We compared WES data from this recurrent tumor

versus the pretreatment tumor and subject-matched normal tis-

sue and found that the pretreatment and recurrent tumors

evolved in a branched manner. In addition, chromosome 10,

where PTEN resides, was amplified because of arm-sized dupli-

cation before nivolumab treatment. However, in the recurrent

tumor, PTEN copy number (CN) was neutral, indicating a loss

relative to the pretreatment tumor. Moreover, in the recurrent tu-

mor, we observed CN losses of CDKN2A, CDKN2B, and JAK2

(Figure 2A). However, only PTEN and JAK2 displayed concor-

dant DNA and RNA loss in the recurrent tumor (PTEN, �4-fold;

JAK2, �2-fold) (Figure 2B). By immunofluorescence (IF), we

corroborated PTEN and JAK2 protein-level reduction specif-

ically in tumor cells of the recurrent tumor (Figure 2C). Given

emerging reports of mechanistic links between PTEN loss and

innate anti-PD-1 resistance,17–19 we speculate that PTEN CN

gain pretreatment may contribute to innate responsiveness of

this tumor despite its low TMB and that PTEN CN loss may pro-

mote tumor recurrence in the lungs of this individual after neoad-

juvant anti-PD-1 therapy and surgery.

In another responsive individual (individual 6), neoadjuvant

PD-1 blockade elicited a 30% reduction in tumor size (Table

S2). After the residual tumor was excised, the individual relapsed

in 1.91 years with two recurrent tumors. As in the case of individ-

ual 1, evolution of pretreatment and recurrent tumors followed a

branched pattern, where the ancestral clone harbored the same

TP53 mutation (Figure 2A). Notably, both recurrent tumors orig-

inated from this ancestral clone with shared hits; namely, YAP1

and MDM2 amplification. YAP1 post-transcriptional upregula-

tion and nuclear translocation in tumor cells have been impli-

cated in immune evasion during mitogen-activated protein

kinase (MAPK)-targeted and anti-PD-1 therapies.20–22 Also,

MDM2 amplification, which has been linked to hyperprogression

on anti-PD-1 therapy,23 can be targeted by small-molecule in-

hibitors to improve anti-PD-1 responsiveness and T cell killing

of cancer cells.24,25 Concordant with these gDNA amplification
keratin (panCK), and PTEN or JAK2 signals from post-treatment and recurrent

post-treatment and two recurrent tumors (individual 6); and (3) DAPI (nuclei),

7 as well as post-treatment tumors (controls) of individuals 9 and 10. Scale bars

t versus recurrent tumors in individuals 1, 6, and 7.

Cell Reports Medicine 2, 100411, October 19, 2021 5
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events, YAP1 and MDM2 protein levels were elevated in tumor

cells of recurrent (versus post-treatment) tumors, with YAP1 pro-

tein upregulation being cytoplasmic and nuclear in recurrent tu-

mor 1 and largely nuclear in recurrent tumor 2 (Figure 2C). Also

relevant to recurrence may be loss of the FLT4 mutation in

both recurrent tumors (Figure 1D), suggesting that the missense

FLT4mutations that are enriched in responders may be gain-of-

function mutations.

In a non-responsive individual (individual 7), the tumor

recurred 0.73 years after neoadjuvant nivolumab and surgery

(Table S2). Individual 7 was deceased within 1.5 months after

clinical relapse. Despite a 26% increase in tumor size after

neoadjuvant nivolumab therapy, the tumor that recurred

after definitive surgery followed a branched evolutionary pattern,

suggesting that some level of immune editing occurred despite

the lack of radiographic and pathologic response. As shown in

Figure 2A, YAP1 amplification predated the most recent ances-

tral tumor clone, suggesting a role in innate resistance. Consis-

tent with preexisting YAP1 amplification, the YAP1 protein level

was elevated in tumor cells of post-treatment and recurrent tu-

mors in individual 7, in contrast to YAP1 levels in the post-treat-

ment tumors of individuals 9 and 10 (which served as controls)

(Figure 2C). Interestingly, PPARG amplification was private to

the recurrent tumor (Figure 2A). Given that amplification-driven

overexpression of PPARG, in concert with RXRa activation,

has been shown to confer partial resistance to immunotherapy

by impairing CD8+ T cell infiltration in muscle-invasive bladder

cancer,26 PPARG amplification may complement YAP1 amplifi-

cation to tip the balance toward immune evasion.

Using multiplex IF (mIF), we histologically characterized con-

current evolution of the tumor immune microenvironment (quan-

tification in Figure 2D and representative images in Figure 2E).

The panel consisted of antibodies against pan-cytokeratin

(panCK), CD3, CD8, CD68, PD-L1, and granzyme B (GzmB).

Based on whole-tissue quantification, we observed, as ex-

pected, that panCK+ tumor cells (per mm2 of tissue) increased

in the recurrent tumor of individual 1 and both recurrent tumors

of individual 6 (versus matched post-treatment surgical tumors)

because individuals 1 and 6 were responders (Figure 2D). In

contrast, there was little change in the density of panCK+ tumor

cells in the recurrent tumor of individual 7, a non-responder

(Figure 2D). In subject-matched comparisons, all recurrent tu-

mors displayed a significant decrease in total CD3+ T cells,

which corresponded to a decrease in CD4+ and CD8+ T cells

(Figures 2D and 2E). This observation further supports the afore-

mentioned notion that some level of immune editing occurred

despite the lack of radiographic and pathologic response in

individual 7.

Weobserved additional recurrence-specific features compared

with tumors on anti-PD-1 neoadjuvant therapy (Figures 2D and

2E). In individual 1, recurrence was associated with a loss of

CD8+ T cell cytolytic activity, as defined by a reduced GzmB level,

and an increase in CD68+ macrophages. There was minimal

change in PD-L1 expression in tumor cells and macrophages. In

individual 6, recurrence was associated with a gain in the level

of CD8+GzmB+ T cells. However, therewas a concurrent increase

in the levels of PD-L1+ tumor cells and macrophages. Thus, in in-

dividual 6, the combination of reduced overall T cell infiltration and
6 Cell Reports Medicine 2, 100411, October 19, 2021
increased PD-L1 immune checkpoint expression may have re-

sulted in relapses. In individual 7, recurrence was depleted of im-

mune cells, suggestive of an immune desert.

Pre- and post-treatment transcriptional signatures of
response patterns
We analyzed RNA-seq data generated from 11 pairs of subject-

matched pre- and post-treatment tumors for statistically

significant differential enrichment of 10,401 gene sets (molecular

signature database [MSigDB]) between the responsive and non-

responsive tumors before or after neoadjuvant nivolumab

therapy. Among the two groups of pretreatment tumors, two pro-

cesseswere differentially enriched (Figure 3A). First, genes down-

regulated in the intestine after tissue-specific knockout of PTEN

(HE_PTEN_TARGETS_DN) were negatively enriched among the

non-responsive pretreatment tumors, suggesting lower PTEN

gene dosage or expressionwith innate anti-PD-1 resistance. Sec-

ond, responsive pretreatment tumors were positively enriched for

PPARG pathway genes. PPARg signaling increases PTEN activ-

ity.27,28 We detected a positive correlation of enrichment scores

between these two gene sets (Figure 3B). Furthermore, two

gene sets related to de-differentiation and cancer stemness

(IIZUKA_LIVER_CANCER_PROGRE-SSION_G1_G2_UP29 and

REACTOME_INTERLEUKIN_6_SIGNALING30) were enriched in

responders’ post-treatment tumors (Figure 3C).

We next investigated gene signatures reported previously to be

associated with ICB responsiveness in our cohort. Among the

pretreatment tumors, we observed that the enrichment of such

signatures (effector T cell signature31, a six-gene IFNg signature

[IFNg-6],32 and a cytolytic activity signature33) and PD-L1 RNA

levels decreased frompretreatment tumorswith partial responses

to those displaying stable disease and then to those displaying

progressive disease, although the differences were not statisti-

cally significant (Figure S3A). Enrichment levels of effector T cell

signatures and PD-L1 RNA levels in the pretreatment tumor

were negatively correlated with pathology-based changes in tu-

mor sizes after treatment, but these negative correlations were

not significant (Figure S3B). Based on RNA-seq data, we then

estimated the subtypes of infiltrating immune cells by CIBER-

SORTX and observed that pretreatment CD8+ T cell infiltration

levels were negatively correlated with pathology-based changes

in tumor sizes after treatment, although this negative correlation

was not significant (Figure S3C). Additionally, levels of pretreat-

ment enrichment of a PTEN signature and intratumoral CD8+

T cells estimated by CIBERSORTX did not associate with

improved RFS and OS (Figures S3D and S3E). Moreover, enrich-

ment levels of a PTEN signature among the pretreatment tumors

were not correlated with CD8+ T cell infiltration levels (Pearson

correlation, R = 0.06, p > 0.87) or enrichment of effector T cell

signature (Pearson correlation, R = 0.09, p > 0.80).

Relationships between TCRb clonotypes and tumor
response
To understand how TCRb clonotypes (pre- and post-nivolumab

treatment in peripheral blood and tumor) track with response

patterns, we selected available subject-matched PBMCs and tu-

mors from three responders versus three non-responders

(Tables S2 and S3) to generate gDNA-based TCRb sequencing.



Figure 3. Transcriptomic features of

response in pre- and post-treatment tumors

(A) Heatmap showing the top gene sets differen-

tially enriched in responsive versus non-respon-

sive pretreatment tumors (n = 11; one pretreatment

tumor was excluded because of RNA degradation

of its matched post-treatment tumor).

(B) Pearson correlation of enrichment scores

between PTEN_DN and PPARG signatures in

pretreatment tumors (n = 11).

(C) Heatmap showing top gene sets differentially

enriched in responsive versus non-responsive

post-treatment tumors (n = 11).

See also Figure S3 and Tables S2 and S3.
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As expected, we observed greater overlaps of productive CDR3

amino acid sequences among subject-matched samples (Fig-

ure S4). Clonality, characterized by the Gini index, was not

different in tumors of responders versus non-responders before

or after neoadjuvant nivolumab therapy (Figure 4A). However,

within PBMCs, T cell clonality was significantly elevated in

non-responders after neoadjuvant nivolumab therapy (Fig-

ure 4A). Consistently, T cell clonality in PBMCs after treatment

was positively correlated (p = 0.013) with changes in tumor

size (Figure 4B). From an analysis of subject-matched TCRb clo-

notypes pre- versus post-nivolumab treatment, we noted oppo-

site patterns in the tumors versus PBMCs of responders versus

non-responders (Figure 4C). Responsive tumors maintained

(2 of 3) or harbored (1 of 3) increased TCRb clonality after treat-

ment, whereas 2 of 3 non-responsive tumors lost TCRb clonality

after treatment (Figure 4C). In contrast, PBMCs of responders

(3 of 3) lost T cell clonality, whereas PBMCs of non-responders

(3 of 3) gained T cell clonality (Figure 4C). Data (Figures 4A–4C)

supportive of intratumoral T cell clonal expansion upon ther-

apy-induced tumor shrinkage led us to investigate the clonal or-

igins of expanded clones. 52.83% of the preexisting intratumoral

TCRb clones (repertoires shared by pre- and post-tumors) and

22.18% of novel intratumoral clonotypes (clones specific to

post-tumors) were detectable in pretreatment PBMCs across in-

dividuals, but these detection rates of intratumoral T cell clono-

types within pretreatment PBMCswere not significantly different

in responders versus non-responders. Importantly, the clone
Cell Repor
sizes of preexisting clones in post-treat-

ment tumors were significantly and nega-

tively correlated with changes in tumor

size, suggesting that preexisting intratu-

moral T cell clones that expanded in

response to neoadjuvant nivolumab treat-

ment led to tumor shrinkage (Figure 4D).

TREG versus Th17 imbalance in
pretreatment PBMCs predicts
tumor progression
To evaluate differences in immune cell

populations in the peripheral blood be-

tween responders (n = 5) versus non-re-

sponders (n = 4), we used CyTOF to

analyze PBMCs collected before and after
treatment (at the time of surgery) and PBMCs fromhealthy donors

(n = 4). By clustering analysis, we identified 18 immune cell pop-

ulations (Figures 5A and 5B) consisting of three CD8+ T cell sub-

populations (naive T [TN] cells, T effector memory [TEM] cells, and

T terminally differentiated [TTD] cells), seven CD4+ T cell subpop-

ulations (TN cells, T central memory [TCM] cells, TEM cells, regula-

tory T [TREG] cells, T helper 2 [Th2] cells, T helper 17 [Th17] cells,

and TTDcells), one gamma delta [gd] T cell subpopulation, three

monocyte (major histocompatibility complex [MHC] class II+ clas-

sical, MHC class II� classical, and non-classical monocytes), two

NK cell subpopulations (NK-1, CD62L� and NK-2, CD62L+), one

B cell subpopulation, and one dendritic cell (DC) subpopulation.

T cells (CD4+ and CD8+ subsets) were most abundant in healthy

donors’, responders’ and non-responders’ PBMCs (Figure S5A).

Moreover, after neoadjuvant nivolumab treatment, the DC sub-

population was greatly compromised in the non-responder

(versus responder) group. Before treatment, the level of B cells

was significantly higher in the non-responder group (versus

healthy donors) (Figure S5A).

We then evaluated differences in themost abundant T cell sub-

populations (Figures 5C and S5B). Importantly, we observed a

significantly higher level of CD4+ TREG cells in the pretreatment

blood of non-responders (versus those in healthy donors, pre-

treatment responders, or post-treatment non-responders) (Fig-

ure 5C). In this context, the level of FOXP3+ TREG cells was

significantly higher in the pretreatment peripheral blood of non-

responders (versus responders) to PD-1 blockade in individuals
ts Medicine 2, 100411, October 19, 2021 7



Figure 4. Post-treatment elevation in sys-

temic TCR diversity and tumoral TCR clonal-

ity reflects responsiveness

(A) Gini indices of TCRb clones in tumors (left) and

PBMCs (right) before or after neoadjuvant nivolu-

mab treatment (red dots, average values; n = 3 per

group). Pairwise comparisons by Student’s t test,

*p < 0.05.

(B) Pearson correlations of pathologic responses

and Gini indices detected in pre- and post-treat-

ment tumors (top) and PBMCs (bottom).

(C) Temporal changes in Gini indices within longi-

tudinal tumors (top) or PBMCs (bottom) of each

individual (n = 3 responders, n = 3 non-re-

sponders).

(D) Pearson correlation of pathologic responses

and total clone sizes of preexisting TCR clono-

types in post-treatment tumors.

See also Figure S4 and Tables S2 and S3.
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with non-small cell lungcarcinoma.34 Interestingly, after neoadju-

vant nivolumab treatment, TREG cell levels increased in the re-

sponders but decreased in the non-responders. Contrary to

TREG cells, CD4+ Th17 cells trended higher in pretreatment

PBMCs of responders (versus non-responders), but this differ-

ence was not significant. Considering their opposing functional

effects on antitumor CD8+ T cell immunity, we calculated the

TREG/Th17 cell ratio for each group and treatment time point.

Notably, a 6-fold higher TREG/Th17 cell ratio was observed in pre-

treatment PBMCs of the non-responder (versus responder)

group (Figure 5D). Also, pretreatment PBMC TREG/Th17 cell ra-

tios were negatively correlated with cytolytic activity and effector

T cell signatures in pretreatment tumors, positively correlated

with TCRb clonality in pretreatment blood, but negatively

correlated with TCRb clonality in post-treatment tumors (Fig-

ure 5E). Furthermore, individuals with lower pretreatment

blood TREG/Th17 cell ratios tended to display improved RFS

and OS, although the differences did not reach statistical signifi-

cance (Figure S5C). Hence, elevation of the pretreatment periph-

eral blood TREG/Th17 cell ratio may be predictive of innate resis-

tance and reduced survival after neoadjuvant anti-PD-1 therapy.

DISCUSSION

Early studies to understand innate response or resistance to

anti-PD-1 therapy in advanced human malignancies pointed to

the importance of TMB,35,36 T cell infiltration into tumor cores,37

intratumoral immune-suppressive processes, as well as cellular

differentiation states.35 In individuals with HPV-negative, locally

advanced, treatment-naive OCSCC treated with neoadjuvant

nivolumab, we identified TMB, mutations in specific genes

(CDKN2A, FLT4, and YAP1), intratumoral PPARG/PTEN signa-
8 Cell Reports Medicine 2, 100411, October 19, 2021
tures, and peripheral blood TREG/Th17

cell ratio as putative pretreatment predic-

tive biomarkers.

TMBs were not different between re-

sponders and non-responders. However,

a higher TMB was predictive of improved
RFS.Two individuals (individuals 1 and12)with low-TMBpretreat-

ment tumors displayed tumor responses. Individual 12was lost to

follow-up after 0.28 years. However, individual 1 relapsed within

0.58 years after treatment but remains alive as of the most recent

follow-up after 3.2 years, suggesting that other factors, such as a

high pretreatment PTEN gene dosage, could have compensated

for the lowTMB.Consistentwith thishypothesis, a recurrent tumor

from individual 1 displayed loss of PTEN CN, transcript, and pro-

tein levels. Moreover, CDKN2A loss-of-function mutations were

observed at a higher-than-expected frequency among non-re-

sponders. In advanced melanoma, innate resistance to anti-PD-

1 therapy trended with CCND1 CN gain and CDKN2A CN loss.38

However, within subsets (acral melanoma and melanoma of un-

known primary), this association (between innate anti-PD-1 resis-

tance andCCND1CNgainorCDKN2ACN loss)was significant. In

clinical melanoma, progressive tumors on ICB lose senescence-

inducing genes such asCDKN2A.39Mechanistically, in preclinical

models, Cdkn2a deletion abrogated ICB-elicited tumor control,

suggesting that induction of tumor cell senescencemaybe impor-

tant to prevent progression of tumor clones that escape immune-

mediated tumor cell cytotoxicity.39 It is currently unclear whether

FLT4 mutations enriched in the pretreatment tumors of re-

sponders are gain- or loss-of-function mutations. Lack of detec-

tion of the FLT4 mutant allele in both recurrent tumors, from a

responder whose pretreatment tumor harbored a FLT4mutation,

supportsFLT4missensemutations asgain-of-functionmutations.

FLT4 (VEGFR3) promotes lymphangiogenesis, although little is

known regarding effects of its mutations on cancer hallmarks.

Recent studies of clinical colorectal carcinoma and clinical mela-

noma have correlated lymphatic vessel density and lymphatic

geneexpression tocytotoxicTcell density and immune infiltration,

respectively.40,41 In mice lacking dermal lymphatics, fewer



Figure 5. Elevated ratio of TREG to Th17 cells

in peripheral blood as a pretreatment

marker of non-response

(A) t-distribution stochastic neighbor embedding

(t-SNE) map of live cell clusters and immune sub-

populations in pre- and post-treatment PBMCs

analyzed by CyTOF (n = 5 responders, n = 4 non-

responders, n = 4 healthy donors).

(B) Heatmap showing the expression values of

immune phenotypic protein markers normalized to

the maximum mean value across subpopulations.

(C) Frequencies of CD4+ T cell subpopulations in

the total T cell population in responders versus

non-responders before or after neoadjuvant nivo-

lumab therapy. p value, Student’s t test; **p < 0.01.

(D) Ratios of frequencies of TREG versus Th17 cells.

p value, Student’s t test; *p < 0.05.

(E) Pearson correlations of the pretreatment PBMC

TREG/Th17 cell ratios with pretreatment intra-

tumoral levels of CD8+ T cells, cytolytic activity

signature enrichment, effector T cell signature

enrichment, IFNG-6 genes signature enrichment,

PD-L1 expression, and Gini indices of TCRb clo-

notypes in pretreatment PBMCs or post-treatment

tumors.

See also Figure S5 and Tables S2 and S3.
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immunecells infiltratemelanoma.42Thus, tumor-elicited lymphan-

giogenesis may promote immune infiltration, perhaps by

increasing trafficking of tumor antigens and antigen-presenting

cells to draining lymph nodes and facilitating T cell priming.

Furthermore, the finding of co-enriched PPARG/PTEN gene sets

in responsive pretreatment tumors implicates COX-2 as a co-
Cell Repor
target because PPARg serves to adap-

tively temper COX-2-mediated inflamma-

tion.43 The action of PPARgmay be medi-

ated, at least in part, by PTEN

upregulation27,28, which is supported here

by the positive correlation between

PPARG and PTEN signature enrichments

among pretreatment OCSCC tumors.

Despite our small sample size, retrac-

ing the evolutionary histories of several

individuals’ disease provided clues

to gene alterations potentially driving

the patterns of initial responses and

subsequent post-surgical recurrences.

Several observations link determinants

of initial response patterns with those

of recurrence. As examples, CDKN2A

deletions were enriched among initial

non-responders and detected in a recur-

rent tumor. A PTEN signature was

enriched among responders and its dele-

tion detected in a recurrent tumor. YAP1

amplification occurred in the pretreat-

ment tumor of a non-responder; its

amplification characterized two recur-

rent tumors in an initially responding
individual. FLT4 missense mutations were enriched among

initial responders. Among one of these responders, whose pre-

treatment tumor carried a FLT4 mutation, both matched recur-

rent tumors had lost the FLT4 mutant allele.

Systemic TCR repertoire diversification before and especially

after neoadjuvant nivolumab treatment in OCSCC is associated
ts Medicine 2, 100411, October 19, 2021 9
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with tumor response and may be predictive of improved survival.

In this context, high pretreatment diversity of TCR clones in the

peripheral blood has been associated with improved outcomes

in individuals with melanoma treated with anti-PD-1 or anti-

CTLA-4 therapy.44,45 In a recent study of individuals with

non-small cell lung carcinoma (NSCLC) treated with anti-PD-L1

therapy, induction of TCR diversity in circulating T cells on day

15 was significantly associated with improved OS.46 Moreover,

expansion of the preexisting intratumoral TCR repertoire after

neoadjuvant nivolumab treatment was positively correlated with

tumor shrinkage.We also identified the level of FOXP3+ TREG cells

to be significantly higher in the pretreatment peripheral blood of

non-responders (versus responders). Because PD-1 signaling re-

strains the suppressive activity of TREG cells,47 this pattern sug-

gests that TREG cell co-targeting may improve responsiveness

to neoadjuvant anti-PD-1 therapy. In addition, determining the

pretreatment ratio of TREG/Th17 cells in peripheral blood may be

an important component of pretreatment analytics to stratify indi-

viduals for neoadjuvant anti-PD-1 therapy as well as for adjuvant

treatment intensification versus de-escalation.

Here we used response versus non-response status based on

tumor size changes measured radiographically before nivolumab

treatment and pathologically after nivolumab treatment. Although

there was a short time interval between post-nivolumab radio-

graphic andpathologic assessment (FigureS1), 0 of 12 individuals

had a partial response based on the former, but 4 of 12 had a par-

tial response based on the latter (Table S2). This type of discrep-

ancy has been noted before. For example, in individuals with

early-stage NSCLC, only two experienced a radiographic partial

response despite a high rate of major pathologic response, and

two tumors that had increased in size after treatment harbored

minimal residual tumor in the surgical specimen.48 All tumors in

this study that responded pathologically also displayed a reduc-

tion in tumor size radiographically. Our pathology-enhanced

response criteria facilitated this correlative analysis.

In three small cohorts, including the current cohort, variations in

the efficacy of neoadjuvant PD-1 blockade in resectable OCSCC

are likely due to variations in treatment (one to four doses of nivo-

lumab or pembrolizumab) and evaluation protocols. One study

(nivolumab, 2 doses)11 reported 13% response based on RECIST

and 54% pathologic responses, with one of 12 individuals dis-

playing amajor pathologic response (>90%). Another study (pem-

brolizumab, 1 dose)12 reported 44%pathologic responseR10%,

with no major pathologic response observed. In the clinical trial

related to this study, we observed a 33% overall response rate

based on pathology-enhanced RECIST. These early clinical find-

ings warrant larger studies that should conform treatment and

evaluation standards to facilitate validation of the molecular bio-

markers nominated here.
Limitations of study
More mature follow-up of survival data and larger cohorts are

needed to improve identification of significant associations and

detect/validate the predictive capabilities of key correlates of

RFS and OS. Functional analyses of nominated pathways using

in vivomodels of OCSCCare needed to addmechanistic insights

to this correlative study.
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Antibodies

CD26 (BA5b) BioLegend Cat# 302702, RRID:AB_314286

CD4 (RPA-T4) Fluidigm Cat# 3145001B, RRID:AB_2661789

CCR6 (G034E3) Fluidigm Cat# 3141003A, RRID:AB_2687639

CD11a (HI111) Fluidigm Cat# 3142006B, RRID:AB_2877095

CD45RA (HI100) Fluidigm Cat# 3143006B, RRID:AB_2651156

CD11c (Bu15) Fluidigm Cat# 3147008B, RRID:AB_2687850

CD16 (3G8) Fluidigm Cat# 3148004B, RRID:AB_2661791

CD62L (DREG56) Fluidigm Cat# 3153004B, RRID:AB_2810245

TIM3 (F38-2E2) Fluidigm Cat# 3154010B, RRID:AB_2893002

CXCR3 (G025H7) Fluidigm Cat# 3156004B, RRID:AB_2687646

CCR4 (L291H4) Fluidigm Cat# 3158032A, RRID:AB_2893003

CCR7 (G043H7) Fluidigm Cat# 3159003A, RRID:AB_2714155

CD28 (CD28.2) Fluidigm Cat# 3160003B, RRID:AB_2868400

CTLA4 (14D3) ThermoFisher Cat# 14-1529-82, RRID:AB_467512

FoxP3 (PCH101) Fluidigm Cat# 3162011A, RRID:AB_2687650

CD45RO (UCHL1) Fluidigm Cat# 3165011B, RRID:AB_2756423

CD57 (HCD57) Fluidigm Cat# 3172009B, RRID:AB_2888930

HLA-DR (L243) Fluidigm Cat# 3173005B, RRID:AB_2810248

CD94 (HP3D9) Fluidigm Cat# 3174015B, RRID:AB_2756429

CD127 (A019D5) Fluidigm Cat# 3176004B, RRID:AB_2687863

CD27 (L128) Fluidigm Cat# 3155001B, RRID:AB_2687645

CD44 (BJ18) Fluidigm Cat# 3166001B, RRID:AB_2744692

CD11b (ICRF44) Fluidigm Cat# 3209003B, RRID:AB_2687654

CD38 (HIT2) Fluidigm Cat# 3167001B, RRID:AB_2802110

Ki-67 (B56) Fluidigm Cat# 3168007B, RRID:AB_2800467

PD-1 (EH12.2H7) Fluidigm Cat# 3175008B, RRID:AB_2687629

ICOS (C398.4A) Fluidigm Cat# 3168024B, RRID:AB_2858237

Pan Cytokeratin antibody [AE1/AE3] Abcam Cat# ab27988, RRID:AB_777047

PTEN antibody GeneTex Cat# GTX101025, RRID:AB_1241223

JAK2 antibody [EPR108(2)] Abcam Cat# ab108596, RRID:AB_10865183

YAP1 antibody [EP1674Y] Abcam Cat# ab52771, RRID:AB_2219141

MDM2 (D1V2Z) antibody Cell Signaling Technology Cat# 86934, RRID:AB_2784534

Goat Anti-Mouse IgG (H+L) Highly Cross-adsorbed

Antibody, Alexa Fluor 488 Conjugated

Molecular Probes Cat# A-11029, RRID:AB_138404

Goat Anti-Rabbit IgG (H+L) Highly Cross-adsorbed

Antibody, Alexa Fluor 555 Conjugated

Molecular Probes Cat# A-21429, RRID:AB_2535850

DISC. OmniMap ANTI-MS HRP RUO Roche Cat# 760-4310, RRID:AB_2885182

DISC. OmniMap ANTI-Rb HRP RUO Roche Cat# 760-4311, RRID:AB_2811043

CD3 Roche Cat# 790-4341, RRID:AB_2335978

CD8 Leica Cat# CD8-4B11-L-CE, AB_10555292

Granzyme B Leica Cat# NCL-L-GRAN-B, RRID:AB_563751

FOXP3 Cell Signaling Technology Cat# 98377S, RRID:AB_2747370

(Continued on next page)
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Ki-67 Agilent Cat# M724029-2, RRID:AB_2893005

Pan Cytokeratin antibody [AE1/AE3] Roche Cat# 760-2135, RRID:AB_2810237

Biological samples

Patient-derived tissues Table S3 Table S3

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

Discovery Inhibitor Roche Cat# 760-4840

Citrate Buffer, pH 6.0, 10x, Antigen Retriever Sigma Aldrich C9999-1000ML

Critical commercial assays

AllPrep DNA/RNA Mini Kit QIAGEN Cat# 80204

mirVana miRNA Isolation Kit, with phenol Thermo Fischer Scientific Cat# AM1560

QIAamp DNA FFPE Tissue Kit QIAGEN Cat# 56404

FlexiGene DNA Kit QIAGEN Cat# 51206

Deposited data

WES of tumor tissues and matched normal tissues This Paper SRA: PRJNA744256

RNA-seq of tumor tissues This Paper GEO: GSE179730

Mass cytometry data of patient- and healthy

donor-derived PBMCs

This Paper FlowRepository: FR-FCM-Z475

TCR-seq of matched patient-derived tumors

and PBMCs

This Paper https://clients.adaptivebiotech.com/

pub/liu-2021-crm

Software and algorithms

cytofkit Bioconductor Version: 3.7

R software CRAN Version: 3.5.1

GraphPad Prism https://swcstore.oit.ucla.edu/secure/

browse_vendors.php

Version: 7

Cytobank https://www.cytobank.org/ N/A

tcR CRAN Version: 2.2.4.1

BWA http://bio-bwa.sourceforge.net/ Version: 0.7.15

Picard https://broadinstitute.github.io/picard/ Version: 1.141

gatk https://gatk.broadinstitute.org/hc/en-us Version: 3.8

Samtools http://www.htslib.org/ Version: 0.1.19

MuTect https://software.broadinstitute.org/cancer/

cga/mutect

Version: 1.1.7

VarScan2 http://varscan.sourceforge.net/ Version: 2.4.3

Oncotator https://software.broadinstitute.org/cancer/

cga/oncotator

Version: 1.9.9.0

Sequenza http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/biotools/sequenza/ Version: 2.1.2

PHYLIP https://evolution.genetics.washington.

edu/phylip.html

Version: 3.698

POLYSOLVER https://software.broadinstitute.org/

cancer/cga/polysolver_run

Version: 4.2

HISAT2 https://ccb.jhu.edu/software/hisat2/

manual.shtml

Version: 2.0.6

HTSeq https://htseq.readthedocs.io/en/release_

0.11.1/count.html

Version: 0.5.4

GeoTcgaData CRAN Version: 0.2.5

GSVA Bioconductor Version: 1.34.0

CIBERSORTx https://cibersortx.stanford.edu/ N/A

survival CRAN Version: 3.1.8

Phenochart viewer Akoya Biosciences Version 1.0.12

inForm software Akoya Biosciences Version 2.4.4
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to andwill be fulfilled by the lead contact, Roger S. Lo

(rlo@mednet.ucla.edu).

Materials availability
This study did not generate new unique reagents.

Data and code availability
Raw sequencing files of WES data are deposited at the SRA with accession number PRJNA744256. RNA-seq data are available at

Gene Expression Omnibus (GSE179730). Mass cytometry data are deposited at FlowRepository (http://flowrepository.org/) using

the experiment ID FR-FCM-Z475. T cell receptor sequencing (TCR-seq) data are available at ImmuneACCESS with the DOI link:

https://clients.adaptivebiotech.com/pub/liu-2021-crm.

There are no original codes generated in this paper.

Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the Lead Contact upon request.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Human subjects
Patients were screened and/or enrolled in a clinical trial with informed consents obtained from all patients and participation approved

by institutional review board (Pro00062193). We collected tissue (peripheral blood, tumor) samples from 12 patients with OCSCC

who were treated with neoadjuvant nivolumab therapy. Informed consent for tissue samples used in this paper was obtained

from all patients. PBMCs from peripheral blood were analyzed directly, without maintenance or expansion in culture. The clinical

characteristics as well as radiographic and pathological measurements of tumor sizes are in Tables S1 and S2. The designs of asso-

ciated clinical trial and this correlative study are shown in Figure S1. Table S3 displays the list of tissues collected and multi-omic

analyses performed in this study. Given the short duration of nivolumab therapy, responders were defined as patients who derived

clinical benefit (complete response, partial response, and stable disease per RECIST 1.1), and non-responders were defined as

patients who derived no clinical benefit (progression per RECIST 1.1).

METHOD DETAILS

WES and RNA-seq data generation
gDNAs and total RNAs were extracted from snap-frozen tumor tissues using the QIAGEN AllPrep DNA/RNAMini Kit and the Ambion

mirVana miRNA Isolation Kit. Formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded (FFPE) tumor tissues were extracted for gDNA using the QIAGEN

QIAamp DNA FFPE Tissue Kit. Patient-matched normal gDNA from viably frozen PBMCs were extracted using the QIAGEN

FlexiGene DNA Kit. Frozen tissue-derived and FFPE tissue-derived gDNA libraries were constructed using the Roche Kapa

HyperPlus Library Preparation Kit. Briefly, after enzymatic fragmentation of gDNAs, libraries were constructed by end-repairing

and A-tailing the fragmented gDNAs, ligation of adapters, and PCR amplification. After library construction, indexed frozen tis-

sue-derived and FFPE tissue-derived libraries were separately pooled and then hybridized using SeqCap EZ HyperCap Workflow

v2.1 and Kapa HyperCap Workflow v3.0, respectively, followed by PCR amplification. Finally, indexed DNA libraries were quantified

for equal molar pooling and paired-end sequenced with a read length of 2x150 bp on the Illumina NovaSeq 6000 S4 platform. RNA

libraries were constructed using the NuGEN Universal Plus mRNA-Seq with NuQuant Library Preparation Kit to enrich for all poly(A)

transcripts within the transcriptome. Briefly, after RNA fragmentation, double-stranded cDNAs were generated using a mixture of

random and oligo(dT) priming. Then the libraries were constructed by end-repairing the cDNAs to generate blunt ends, ligation of

unique dual index (UDI) adapters, followed by strand selection and PCR amplification. Finally, indexed cDNA libraries were quantified

for equal molar pooling and paired-end sequenced with a read length of 2x150 bp on the Illumina NovaSeq 6000 S4 platform. In total,

16 tumors from 12 patients and patient-matched normal PBMC samples were subjected to WES, and 23 tumors from 11 patients

were subjected to RNA-seq.

WES and RNA-seq data processing
Somatic mutation calling, copy-number analysis, and phylogeny

We conducted somatic variant calling for single-nucleotide variants (SNVs) and small insertion-deletions (INDELs) as we previously

reported.20,35,49–52 Mutations were then annotated by using Oncotator.53 Tumor purity, ploidy, and somatic copy-number alterations

(CNAs) were detected by Sequenza.54 Characteristics of WES data are summarized in Table S4. Phylogenetic analyses were per-

formed using the PHYLIP program with the parsimony algorithm, as we previously reported.51
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HLA genotyping and mutation calling

HLA typing for each patient was inferred based on normal bloodWES data using the POLYSOLVER algorithm16.HLAmutation calling

for HLA-A, HLA-B, and HLA-C genes was performed using the POLYSOLVER-based mutation detection pipeline from the Broad In-

stitute’s Polysolver Docker container (https://software.broadinstitute.org/cancer/cga/polysolver_run).

RNA-seq data analysis

We analyzed paired-end 2x150bp RNA-seq data according to the pipeline we reported recently.49 Briefly, paired-end transcriptome

reads were mapped to the Genome Reference Consortium Human Build 37 (GRCh37) reference genome using HISAT2,55 and then

gene-level counts were estimated by the htseqcount program,56 The normalized expression level of each gene, TPM, was calculated

by the R package GeoTcgaData. By using the R package GSVA,57 we performed single-sample gene set enrichment analysis to

generate absolute enrichment scores of the collections of gene sets from the Broad Institute’s Molecular Signatures Database

(C2 oncogenic gene sets and C7 immunologic gene sets) and gene signatures previously reported to be associated with ICB

response. TPM values were used as input into the GSVA program using the default ‘kcdf = Gaussian’ option. Differentially enriched

gene sets between the responder versus non-responders, pre- and post-treatment samples, were defined by the sum of differences

in enrichment scores being greater than 0.3 and a t test p value being less than 0.05. CIBERSORTx58 was used in the ‘absolute mode’

to estimate infiltration levels of 22 immune cell types with TPM values as the input.

Analysis of public genomic datasets
We downloaded the normalized gene expression levels of a RNA-seq dataset from HNSCC patients (Head and Neck Squamous Cell

Carcinoma; TCGA, Firehose Legacy) from cBioPortal. CIBERSORTx was used to estimate the abundance of 22 immune cell types

with the normalized expression levels as input. FLT4 genotypes (FLT4Mut or FLT4WT) in each patient was obtained from cBioPortal

and thenmapped to patient IDs in the RNA-seq dataset. Group comparison between FLT4Mut versus FLT4WT patients was performed

using the enrichment level of each immune cell type with the Wilcoxon rank sum test.

CyTOF data generation from PBMCs
After thawing, PBMCs were live/dead stained with 200 mM Rh-103 (Fluidigm) for 2 min at room temperature. To achieve increased

throughput and homogeneous staining, metal cell barcoding against human immune CD45+ cells was used. The metal isotopes

(Trace Sciences International, Richmond Hill, ON, Canada) used for barcoding were: 105Pd, 106Pd, 108Pd, 111In, 115In, 194Pt,

195Pt, 196Pt, and 198Pt. Metal barcoding reagents were prepared by combining 2 molar equivalents of isothiocyanobenzyl-

EDTA (Dojindo Molecular Technologies, Rockville, MD) with 1 molar equivalent of metal chloride in ammonium acetate buffer

(20 mM, pH 6.0). Chelated metal solutions were immediately lyophilized and dissolved in DMSO at 10 mM final concentration for

long-term storage at �20�C. Pd-loaded SCN-Bn-EDTA stock was thawed and 6.4 mL were added to 100 mg of the anti-human

CD45 antibody (clone: HI30) dissolved in a total of 313 mL PBS, mixed by pipetting and incubated for 1 h at 37�C. The conjugate

was washed at least three times with 300 mL PBS over a 50 kDa spin filter for 10 min at 4�C and 12,500 x g, then transferred to a

1.6mLmicrocentrifuge tube. Protein concentration was quantified by Nanodrop (Thermo Fisher, Waltham,MA, USA) at 280 nm; anti-

body stabilizer (Candor Biosciences,Wangen, Germany) was added to the preparation at a 1:1 ratio; and antibodies were kept at 4�C.
Barcoding reagents were titrated to achieve optimal labeling. A unique-to-each-sample combination of exactly 3metal cell barcoding

reagents diluted in 300 uL PBS was added and then incubated for 20 min at room temperature. Cells were washed twice with 1 mL

PBS at 4�C. Barcoded cells were then combined in a single tube and washed with cell staining buffer (CSB, PBS + 0.5%BSA + 2mM

EDTA). Surface proteins were stained with antibodies at 37�C for 20 min and for an additional 10 min at 4�C. Cells were washed in

CSB and incubated overnight with 250 nM iridium intercalator (Fluidigm) inMaxpar cell fix/perm buffer (Fluidigm) to label cellular DNA.

Subsequently, cells were washed with PBS followed by distilled water and resuspended in 10% EQ beads (Fluidigm) in distilled

water. Mass cytometry acquisition was performed on a CyTOF2.1 (Helios) mass cytometer (Fluidigm).

CyTOF data analysis
Mass cytometry flow cytometry standard (FCS) data files were concatenated, bead-normalized, and debarcoded using Helios soft-

ware (Fluidigm). Data were then exported into individual files for each sample. Total live cell populations were manually identified and

exported using negative and positive gating strategies in Cytobank.59 We applied Cytofkit60 to perform the t-Distribution Stochastic

Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE) analysis separately on the manually gated live-cell populations. We selected 5,000 in each sample to

ensure equal representation of cells across samples. All the cell lineagemarkers in the immune panel were used in clustering analysis.

We chose 3,000 iterations, perplexity of 30, and theta of 0.5 as the standard t-SNE parameters. Mean intensity values of markers in

each cluster were calculated and visualized via heatmaps. Cells were assigned to different functional populations on the basis of the

local gradient expression of known cell lineage markers. Based on expression of known marker genes, clusters were annotated as

MHC II- classical monocytes (CD14+CD11b+CD16-HLA-DR-), MHC II+ classical monocytes (CD14+CD11b+CD16-HLA-DR+), non-

classical monocytes (CD14+CD11b+CD16+), dendritic cells or DCs (CD33+CD11c+HLA-DR+), B cells (CD19+), T cell subsets (naive

or TN, CD45RA+CD62L+CCR7+CD45RO-; effector memory or TEM, CD45RA-CCR7-CD45RO+; central memory or TCM,

CD45RA-CCR7+CD45RO+; T terminally differentiated or TTD, CD45RA
+CCR7-CD27-CD28-; regulatory T or TREG, CD4

+FOXP3+;

T helper 2 or Th2, CD4+CCR4+; T helper 17 or Th17, CD4+CD26hi; Gamma delta or gdTC, CD3+TCRgd+), NK1
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(CD3+CD94+CD16+CD62L-) and NK2 (CD3+CD94+CD16+CD62L+). The percentages of different immune cell subsets were calcu-

lated for each sample. We defined a TREG/Th17 ratio as the fold change of frequencies between TREG and Th17 cells.

Generation and analysis of TCR-seq data
gDNAswere isolated from patient-matched PBMCs and tumor tissues usingMaxwell RSCDNA fromCells and DNA from Tissue kits,

respectively (Promega, Madison, WI). TCRb libraries were prepared using the ImmunoSeq hsTCRb kit (Adaptive Biotechnologies,

Seattle, WA) according to manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, TCRb libraries were generated from PBMC gDNA samples (480 ng

input DNA except for matched samples from Pt7 at 310.4 ng input DNA) for deep sequencing (6 replicates per sample, except for

Pt7 post-treatment, for which 5 replicates were generated due to limited gDNA recovery) and from tumor gDNA samples (4.8 mg input

DNA except for matched samples from Pt4 at 1.44 mg input DNA and matched samples from Pt9 at 1.96 mg input DNA) for survey

sequencing (2 replicates per sample). Final libraries were pooled at a concentration of 3 nM and sequenced on an Illumina NovaSeq

6000 S4 flow cell at VANTAGE (Vanderbilt University, Nashville, TN).

We performed pre-processing and quality control of the raw data by using the immunoSEQ analyzer (Adaptive Biotechnologies,

Inc.). We then exportedmeasurement metrics of processed data into the tsv file. Only productive rearrangements and corresponding

productive CDR3 amino acid sequences were considered for downstream analysis. Clonotypes were defined by unique CDR3 amino

acid sequences. The clonality of TCR repertoires was estimated through calculating the Gini-Simpson index by the R package tcR.61

Survival analysis
Survival analyses for RFS and OS were carried out via the two-sided log-rank test by the R package survival. We compared RFS and

OS in responders versus non-responders, and patients with high-levels versus low-levels of a certain factor. High- or low-levels of a

certain factor were defined, respectively, by the values of the factorRmedian value or values of the factor <median value across the

cohorts.

Immunofluorescence (IF) analysis
Tumor tissues were fixed in formalin followed by paraffin-embedding. After deparaffinization and rehydration, tissue sections were

antigen-retrieved by heat. Permeabilization and blocking were followed by overnight incubation with primary antibodies [pan-cyto-

keratin (Abcam, ab27988), PTEN (Genetex, GTX101025)], JAK2 (Abcam, ab108596), YAP1 (Abcam, ab52771), and MDM2 (Cell

Signaling Technology, 86934). IF was performed with Alexa Fluor–conjugated secondary antibodies (Life Technologies, A-11029,

A-21429). Nuclei were counterstained by DAPI. Signals were captured with a Zeiss microscope (AXIO Imager A1) mounted with a

charge-coupled device camera (Retiga EXi QImaging), and the images captured by Image-Pro plus 6.0. Representative images

are shown. Digitized images of whole-slide stains are available upon request.

Multiplex IF analysis
mIF was performed utilizing Ventana Discovery Ultra (Roche) and Opal fluorophores (Akoya Biosciences). Five micrometer-thick

tissue sections on Superfrost microscopic slides (VWR International) were deparaffinized using EZ-Prep reagent (Roche) followed

by antigen retrieval in CC1 buffer (pH 9, 95�C; Roche). Discovery Inhibitor (Roche) was applied to inhibit enzymatic activities followed

by 6 sequential rounds of staining. Each round included the addition of a primary antibody followed by detection using the OmniMap

secondary antibody (Roche). Signal amplification was performed utilizing Opal fluorophores in the conditions suggested by the

manufacturer. Between rounds of staining the tissue sections underwent heat-induced epitope retrieval to remove the primary-sec-

ondary-HRP antibody complexes before staining with the subsequent antibody. The primary antibodies and corresponding fluoro-

phores are PanCK (DAKO) in Opal 480; PD-L1 (Cell Signaling) in Opal 520; CD68 (DAKO) in Opal 570; Granzyme B (Leica) in Opal 620;

CD8 (Leica) in Opal 690, and CD3 (Roche) in Opal 780. The slides were then counterstained with Spectral DAPI (Akoya Biosciences)

and mounted with ProLong Diamond antifade mounting medium (Thermo Fisher Scientific).

Stained slides were imaged using the Vectra Polaris imaging system (Akoya Biosciences). A whole slide scan was acquired with

20x resolution. Following image capture, regions of interest (ROIs) were selected on each slide using the Phenochart viewer (Akoya

Biosciences) and imported into the inForm software (Akoya Biosciences) followed by unmixing the spectral libraries, cell segmenta-

tion and cell phenotyping. ROIs corresponding to whole tumor regions from each slide were then analyzed to identify and charac-

terize the cells. Data were then exported and graphed with Prism (GraphPad). Representative images were exported using inForm

software following spectral umixing.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Pretreatment tumor TMBs (responsive versus non-responsive) and infiltration levels of CD8+ T, TREG and resting NK cells (FLT4WT

versus FLT4Mut in HNSCC tumors from a public dataset in cBioPortal) were compared using the Wilcoxon rank-sum test. Group dif-

ferences of HLA-I homozygosity (responsive versus non-responsive tumors) and mutation frequencies of FLT4 (responsive pretreat-

ment tumors versus HNSCC tumors in cBioPortal) and CDKN2A (non-responsive pretreatment tumors versus HNSCC tumors in

cBioPortal) were tested by using Fisher’s exact test. The mutation frequencies were then subjected to multiple testing corrections

with the Benjamin-Hochberg method. Student’s t test was used to compare differences in Gini indices of TCRb clones in tumors
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and PBMCs before or after treatment, frequencies in T cell functional subpopulations and ratios of frequencies of TREG versus Th17

cells. Statistical associations between any two variables (e.g., TREG /Th17 ratios and TCRb Gini indices) in this study were measured

by the Pearson correlation coefficient. In the aforementioned tests, P values < 0.05 were considered statistically significant. Statis-

tical details of each experiment are reported in the respective text (methods and/or Results section) and figure legends. Statistical

analyses were performed using R version 3.5.1.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: NCT03021993

URL: https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT03021993
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